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Ecocriticism not only gives emphasis on the ‘harmony’ of humanity and nature 
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orangutan?  “The original King Kong story was 

blonde ingénue/ on the needle of white capitalism, the Empire State Building” 

King Kong

King 
Kong

country of Uncle Sam. Ultimately, nobody’s –

people’s homes and cosmologies/ in 

most powerful of those who can, who claim to be of us”(26

King Kong

“

things, the monkey on screen” (55

can’t stop 
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’s exploitation 

communism were killed. “under a red 
and white sigil were lullabied; women’s rights and labor

—

irst” (18

that they didn’t think even think about others’ human rights. This situation 
’

New Regime.  “And so 

–“ (31
rs’ 

kidnap remains a mystery as Marsinah’s 

Papua. “who could be Papuan men writing white letters on themselves

Indonesia” (73

The Emergency of Ultimatum. 

situation is very critical. “And I think about a child so
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her,” (

people who lost their homes, and lands. “

the words ‘palm oil’ make We need to save them. I’ve 
found myself thinking ‘Orangutans, and so many peoples/as well’/but this 

ase ‘We need to save orangutan’ with the picture of 

‘(and also ultimatum
–juga dari orangutan (also from orangutans)” (89

CONCLUSIONS 
Ultimatum orangutan
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